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ABSTRACT: The stability of a cylindrical shell subjected to wind load is analyzed using numerical solution
methods. The multisegment direct integration as well as the finite element method are applied in linear analysis,
and a nonlinear finite element algorithm is used to take into account the nonlinear prebuckling effects of the
perfect and imperfect structure. The calculated results are compared with measurements, and good agreement is
derived with respect to both stability limit and buckling mode.
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SUMMARY: An engineering approach is presented for calculating the maximum dynamic pressure
distributions caused by horizontal and vertical earthquake excitation of tanks. Three different possibilities for
superposing the dynamic pressure components due to the horizontal and the vertical earthquake components on
the static pressure and the different modes of wall instabilities are discussed. The results show that the dynamic
pressure component caused by vertical excitation must not be neglected especially for tall tanks. An essential
aim of this project has been the development of simple formulas and diagrams for engineers dealing with the
construction of liquid storage tanks made of steel.
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Aerospace Structures”, ICAS 2000 Congress, 2000, pp. 423.1-423.1-10 (Optimage, Edinburgh).
ABSTRACT: Minimum mass design of aerospace structures is greatly enhanced by allowing for their
postbuckling reserve of strength, which is mainly due to stress re-distribution within the structure following

buckling in a local mode. The paper first outlines a geometrically non- linear analysis for longitudinally
compressed panels, in which the ratio of postbuckling to prebuckling axial stiffness is established by an iterative
procedure, critical buckling loads and mode shapes being found by an ‘exact strip’ algorithm. The analysis is
illustrated by its application to a simply supported, curved, stiffened panel. The paper next describes an
incremental approach to the local postbuckling analysis of longitudinally stiffened cylindrical shells loaded by
longitudinal compression and/or a bending moment. The shell is modelled as a collection of skin/stiffener
portions, for each of which the critical buckling load and stiffness ratio are determined. Next the axial loads in
each portion due to the applied loads are calculated under linear elastic assumptions, so that it is possible to
determine which portion will buckle first. Thereafter the buckled portion is modelled with a reduced stiffness,
so that the location of the shell’s neutral axis changes and is found by an iterative improvement to a method
originally developed by Bruhn.
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ABSTRACT: The current paper outlines recent developments to algorithms and software for critical buckling
and natural vibration analysis and optimum design of prismatic plate assemblies, based on the exact strip
approach and the Wittrick—Williams algorithm. The current paper acts as a single source document discussing
recent progress and planned future explorations in: initial local postbuckling of stiffened panels; discrete
optimization of composite structures to satisfy manufacturing requirements; discontinuous cost functions;
constraints on fundamental natural frequencies and frequency-free bands; a feasibility study of response surface
optimization; and multi-level optimization of composite aircraft wings. The numerous references provide fuller
technical details and illustrative examples.

